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Chapter 1633 Fight Down!

Under the world, Wangyuehe and Cheng Qinfei are facing each other.

The moment the fists and feet touched, it was as if a volcano hit the earth.

The wind and waves that set off directly shook the boundless snow!

At the same time, Qin Fei’s body suddenly stagnated amidst the sound of the blast.

Immediately afterwards, his right arm that punched him was kicked off by Mochizuki
River.

“Ah~” A sad scream cut through Changxiao.

Qin Fei’s entire body flew directly to the rear under the influence of inertia.

However, Mochizuki was still reluctant after making a contribution.

The whole body was swept over again, with a sharp kick, and once again
instantaneously.

There is no stalemate at all, the surging power is just like the autumn wind sweeping the
fallen leaves.

Mochizuki River had two feet in succession, and instantly destroyed all Qin Fei’s
defenses with a force of destruction.

The last kick was directly on Qin Fei’s chest.

Boom~ The bones and muscles are shattered, and flesh and blood fly.

The ribs on Qin Fei’s body broke apart.

The entire chest, like a balloon, sank instantly at a speed visible to the naked eye.

This time, Qin Fei did not even scream.

The whole person was kicked into the lake by the Mochizuki River.



The blood mixed with broken internal organs, vomited all over the sky.

Wow~ The rivers and seas are rushing, setting off the sky and waves.

The splashes of water are just like rocks piercing through the air.

Roll up, a thousand piles of snow!

When I looked up again, there was only one piece of the lake, dazzling scarlet.

The Tianhe is full, and the sky is full of snow.

By the Dongchang Lake, there was a silent silence.

Everyone was completely confused.

The people who were shouting just now to support Qin Fei as Noirfork’s new master
suddenly lost their voice.

It was like a rooster pinched around its neck, with its mouth wide open, but it couldn’t
make any sound.

Wang Jiexi stayed in place too.

He stared at the scene, staring at the scene in disbelief.

The joyful laughter and the spirited spirit just now, of course, did not exist in an instant!

The scene before him obviously exceeded everyone’s expectations.

Who could have imagined that Qin Fei, who had just stepped on the water and
pretended to be forced to act and threatened to defeat the sword god like a defeated
dog, had not even passed a single move under Mochizuki River?

On the first foot, I was kicked and my arm was broken!

The second foot was trampled on his chest!

After only two encounters and a few breaths, Qin Fei, who is known as the master’s
apprentice, was kicked to death by Wangyuehe?

Second Austria!

“Shall I go to Nima?” “Is this the master and apprentice in your mouth?” “Is this the
defeat of Mochizuki River like a defeated dog?” “I think it’s a shameless pen!” After a
long tremor, Ericson, Lei Lao San, etc. Man, but with an old face, yelled at Wang Jiexi.



Paralyzed~ I couldn’t do any trick, and the two of them were kicked to death.

Just like this, I am embarrassed to recommend myself?

Also have the face to covet Noirfork’s position?

Dare to despise Mr. Chu?

Who gives him the gall!

Ericson, Lei Lao San and others were undoubtedly going to be mad at that time.

The people they had high hopes for, they just made a mess after a long time, and they
made the whole Noirfork ugly in front of everyone. It is strange that Ericson and others
are not angry.

“Haha~” “San Ye Lei, it seems that you Noirfork is not only rich in cowards, but also rich
in shame pens?” “Just now, I thought it was so awesome?” “Now it seems like a shame
pen. “I can’t get through with a single trick, and I was kicked to death by someone.”

“Just this waste, and threatened to defeat the sword god like a defeated dog?”

Chapter 1634

“Haha~” “No, I laughed to death~” Sure enough, after a short silence, the martial arts
people from all over the world watching the battle by the Dongchang Lake almost
laughed.

When people turned their backs on their backs, tears were almost streaming out.

Obviously, after the first battle, the whole Noirfork was reduced to a joke in everyone’s
eyes.

“Haha~” “Just wait for idiots, do you also have to be regarded as the honor of Noirfork?”
“Then you, I am afraid that even idiots are not as good as idiots.”

At this time, Susie couldn’t help but laughed directly.

At the Noirfork crowd in front of him, they laughed wantonly.

There is no doubt that there is no more voice for the people who have been showing off
against Susie just now.

Especially the bald-headed man who was just called the happiest, his old face was ugly
and his heart was embarrassed.



In fact, this bald man is also worthless.

Smelly feet held it for a long time, who would have thought it was just a shame!

Now that Susie pointed to her nose to taunt, the bald man had a dying heart.

“Wang Jiexi, I’m F*cking your mother’s leg!” “Is this the kind of stuff you invited?”
“Damn!” “A stupid idiot who has not succeeded but failed.”

“No wonder Mr. Chu doesn’t wait to see you.”

I’m Mr. Chu, I’ve killed you a long time ago!” “Because of your good nephew, our
Noirfork’s face was lost!” Under embarrassment, Ericson and others had to vent all their
anger. Wang Jiexi body.

Kicked his heart to death!

If that Qin Fei could block Mochizuki River with a move, their Noirfork folks would not be
so embarrassed.

“Ciao!” “I knew so, why not let the idiot come out?” “Is it useful for you, Guangte is
ashamed of us!” Lei Lao San also cursed secretly with a dark face.

After all, in the previous battle, it was not only Jiang Dong’s face that was lost, but also
the faces of their Noirfork bigwigs.

After making such a big joke, how will they behave when they leave Noirfork in the
future?

However, in the face of the accusations and scolding from everyone, Wang Jiexi
endured the pain of bereavement in his heart, and even retorted: “Yes, I admit that my
nephew, Xiao Fei, is inferior to human skills.”

Have the courage to fight.”

“His living hero, deadly heroic!”

“It’s better than, I can’t be afraid. I’m better to be a tortoise, right?” Wang Jiexi said
something coldly.

While Ericson and the others were quarreling endlessly, on Dongchang Lake, Haruhi
Yingyue smiled and congratulated: “Congratulations, teacher, win the victory, behead
another strong in Vietnam!” Mochizukihe shook his head: “An ant It’s just a rat, killing
him, I think I dirty my hands.”

“I haven’t come for thirty years. I didn’t expect that the Vietnamese martial arts will
become more and more unbearable.”



“Clean out these wastes with good eyes and low hands.”

Mochizuki said contemptuously With.

After that, he turned his head and looked at Xu Lei again: “Miss Xu, since this rat
generation is dead, it’s up to you next.”

“I said, if he doesn’t come, you will die for him.”

To blame, blame you for not being human?” Mochizuki River glanced at the corner of his
mouth, and there was a chill in his old eyes.

However, just when Mochizuki River was about to kill Xu Lei, the change happened
again.

“Bold madman, the woman of my dragon lord, do you dare to touch?!!” A low and angry
voice, quietly spread from the world in front.
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